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Two Joshes
Mark Ali

I am persona non grata, the ubiquitous “Young Black Male” whose
whole existence is predicated by jump shots, blackjack, and gun salutes, whose
whole life is dictated by fifty-fifty odds, best-case scenarios, and rolling dice.
I am a New Year baby who wonders if Father Time will ever treat me well, a
question I am forced to consider because, simply, I am a black man in America, born suspect. My birthdays come and go without pomp or circumstance,
streamers or balloons, a personal anniversary rarely celebrated beyond the
movement of lips, most attentions lost in the hangover of holiday reverie—even
the sputtering flames of Kwanzaa candelabras get more shine than I do. But
today I have received a gift I have been programmed to appreciate, a present I
have been conditioned to revere, a milestone I have been told I should rejoice in
by pouring beer on concrete, a benchmark I should find some wood to knock,
because I have received an offering so many other of my cultural kinfolk would
be happy to see: twenty-one. Twenty-one may just be a number to the people I
am most compared to, measured by, and pitted against, the seldom referenced
“Young White Male,” whose twenty-first birthday is largely depicted in movies
as an excuse to get legally shit-faced, but to me it is a landmark I want to use as
a springboard instead of a belly-flop.
Young white men turn twenty-one; young black men make it there.
My life is supposed to be one of depreciating returns.
It’s why I am up at 1:49 in the morning, the beginning of a work week on
most every other occasion but this one, the date of my birth, the first day of
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1993, a national holiday, contemplating life expectancy, wondering why twentyone is seen as an endgame, the satisfaction of reaching the year more pressing
than surpassing the idea of completing it. I am tired of being the urban myth;
I want to be urban legend. Despite my desire to tell my own story instead of
having it fabricated for me, there is no doubt time is fleeting as well as fluid;
more than anything I understand time is tsunami. Quick deaths are not abnormal where I am from; 175 black bodies fell last year, and a passing of dubious
distinction has upset my casual pit-stop, pulling me toward a harbor to which I
never saw myself returning—a friend, who never truly came of age despite his
best efforts, has died.
“Buddy boy, you’re not in Africa, we don’t live in the bush,” my grandmother
said to me one evening while she watched a western. “But it is a jungle out
there.”
My rites of passage began at thirteen, when I was no longer seen as a boy.
Now, lying on the floor of the pad I am crashing, I am wide awake, again
having returned to The Golden State, The Bay, The Town, home but not at
home, all points in-between and beyond viewed through the lens developed in
a port city. My passport is locally stamped. The apartment is small. One bedroom. The bathroom’s slightly bigger than an airplane’s lavatory. The flushed
toilet is whistling hard, the sound of a breath strangling a saxophone. I jiggled
the handle, hoping to hasten the flapper’s seal—I want to extend the comfort
my host has offered me under a duress neither one of us could have predicted
upon my arrival, but one we have to come to grips with.
A comrade has fallen.
I stare up at the popcorn ceiling.
I am acquainted with the dark.
Seconds seem like minutes.
Can’t keep my eyes closed.
Moonlight flickers and bounces off the rocky surface above me, growing
bigger and smaller as the night inches to daybreak. Outside, cars whoosh back
and forth on the freeway nearby. A ship’s horn blows softly, flitting through
the atmosphere unchecked above the sounds touching pavement, unbound by
gravity to terrain slicker than wet. The rain is steady but not driving. The weatherman would describe the precipitation as a sheet, not a cover. The horn’s low
tone is a gentle song, a lullaby in years past leading me to the fantasy of rapid
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eye movements, but now I hear something else in the same thing that made me
dream: a stirring up, a call to arms; I can’t sleep.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Pop.
Tires screech, a dog barks, and the shots hang in the air like a djembe struck
on the edges with cracked hands, drumming unrest. I lie still. The metronome
of my heart beats at normal tick, no syncopation in my pulse. I am so used to a
weapon’s mindless reverie, I can tell the discharges are ghosts, the shots’ register
too many blocks over to do too much of anything other than shake a head. I
used to sigh. No ghetto bird chopping overhead, its peering eye a flashlight
flooding backyards, invading brush. No wailing sirens slicing the atmosphere,
the hauling-ass ambulance splitting traffic. No reason to sound an alarm; there
are some losses forced into acceptance. The gun’s percussion is a downbeat riffing against the cascading rain’s natural jazz.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
Plop.
The faucet in the bathroom down the hall leaks slowly, steadily, and constantly. Those fired shots around the way rang rapidly, rigidly, instantly. Neither
sound has stopped invading my consciousness, real or imagined; in moments
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like these it’s hard to discern the past from the present, to tell the here from
the now or thereafter. I have a theory: life is comprised of finite moments
lived in a binary world of one’s black, another’s white—the gray matter congealed. No wiggle room in the old noggin. Those fired shots are embedded
in my skull. They reverberate in my ears. Can’t shake them loose. They frame
my story. Here’s the kicker: no one seems to care, one way or the next. Black
or white, both are indifferent. The toilet’s waters are at rest now, and though I
am still, my mind races without pause, like the dribbling faucet. I imagine the
drops of blood dripping from the body I hope hasn’t lost its life; blood I wish
would have the chance to run its course rather than drain needlessly, without
ceremony.
“Wish in one hand, shit in the other,” Gran said. “See which fills faster.”
Someone somewhere is slumped on grass a dog has shat upon. Somewhere
someone is face-down in the dew where the Sunday paper will be tossed, the
world’s cares bound by rubber bands, wrapped around coupons and advertisements, everything’s on sale, discounted. Somehow, someway the trinity of carelessness, recklessness, and aimlessness has struck down yet another young man,
whom I’ll call Josh. Someway somehow someone somewhere felt they could
play God, deliver judgment as if they were divine, the pistol their sword. This
is the world I have to navigate, the atmosphere I need to negotiate. I cannot
succumb to my environment nor become a product of it.
Josh is dead.
No, let me rephrase: Josh has met his demise. Demise is better than being
dead. There’s movement in one, finality in the other. Yes, Josh met his demise
rolls off the tongue softer, swims around the brain sweeter, instead of saying
what can safely be assumed: homeboy went and got himself shot.
I’m not trying to blaspheme, just truth-tell.
I grew up with all types of Joshes. I am trying to dignify the downfall of a
young man who had yet to fully develop, and to know a Josh is to humanize
one. They use words like “conversate” when talking to young ladies whom they
refer to as “females,” say “irregardless” when making a point to young men they
don’t consider “my niggers.” Josh’s death may have been untimely or happened
accidentally, it may have been fated or happened intentionally; regardless, whatever, however, it was tragic all the same, and the point of tragedy, as far as I
understand it through my studies, experienced through my travels, is to evolve,
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not mourn. There is still a future for Josh, even if it’s only in memory; if he is
remembered properly, he can live on.
The grief should be brief.
Josh is not a name pulled out of what my grandmother called the “hind
parts.”
I knew a Josh once, shot to death too but in the bright daylight just out
of reach of the church avoided on Sundays. The summer sun screamed like a
Baptist preacher at revival, and in a recreation center’s parking lot, after cramming days’ worth of basketball into a single morning, BAMBAMBAMBAMBAMBAM, Josh got rocked, his blood freckling my T-shirt. I scattered. At
seventeen, between high school and college, I was initiated into a group whose
membership I wanted no part of, The Eyewitness, doing duties I never wanted
to perform, The First-Hand Account. Whenever shots ring out, Josh’s face,
hanging tough in the shadows of memory, rises up, his mug resurrected in the
expiration of others; now he has more company.
Joshes don’t suffer fools gladly.
That’s a problem.
It’s weird speaking about someone in the past tense, but I have practice in
it, not only with the dead but with the living too, people missing in my life so
long, I view them as nothing more than spooks and apparitions whom I can’t
help but speak of as if they are anything else than what they are: distant and
faded memories, things I can’t wrap my head or arms around anymore.
The leaky faucet is water torture.
I imagine the sink pooling blood, like the patchy lawn Josh has expired on.
I have trouble sleeping.
Truthfully, it is irritating.
Honesty, I have been denied a basic right.
Actually, I don’t even want the rest.
I must reclaim the ability to sleep unencumbered, the opportunity to dream
vividly with closed eyes, unveiling a pregnant black canvas before them to see
possibility. In this morning’s darkest blue, I doze in fits and spurts, wonder in
choppy convulsions, awakened by creaks in the settling apartment building.
Dawn, my host, is good at drawing boundaries. We have been tiptoeing around
each other for years since we met in the harbor I unmoored from but now have
to revisit. We are close. We are more than friends too, our relationship more
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akin to brother and sister, but something beyond that distinction lingers, and
we both know it; it is the way I spread my fingers when my hand is on her bare
knee, more of a caress than a massage; it is how she wets her lips before kissing
my cheek, more of a press than a peck; our actions hinting at an exploration
beyond what is known, an advancement I never attempt because she possesses
something I want to keep alive: the ability to speak to someone honestly, truthfully. So even though we are flirtatiously close, when I begin to stretch out on
the love seat around midnight, she tells me, “Birthday boy, you are not curling
up on my couch, it’s for sitting, not sleeping.”
“You’re right,” I say, “hardwood floors are good for the back.”
The crick in my neck I have now says otherwise.
The popcorn ceiling is beginning to look like cottage cheese.
The raindrops peppering the windows can’t muffle the thought of ringing
bullets.
I hear stirring but still no sirens.
I listen for Dawn’s footsteps soft on the carpeted floor of her bedroom after
the pistol’s concerto; she, like me, doesn’t move or make a peep because she, like
me, has heard the instrument before; the difference between us, though, she is
trying to sleep through it, readjust to what I do not want to accept as normal—
I want restitution.
I am a light sleeper who holds onto the sound of the ship in the distance.
I don’t know what time it is anymore.
I am sure newly dispatched Josh’s mother’s pastor doesn’t know he has to
scrap the sermon he’s scripted to save souls and sell the new building fund to
curate atonement for another young man’s wasted life, a hard lesson to learn
for those who have been taught to glorify everything in excess but old age. As
I think about it, I am sure Josh’s mother’s pastor is a resourceful type, a good
preacher with a full flock, who has the softening of tragedy mastered so well his
performance at the upcoming New Year’s Day service en masse will look off the
cuff, heartfelt even, right down to the removing of his glasses and pinching the
bridge of his nose in anguish, the readjusting of his clerical collar.
It’s bulletproof, a surefire winner.
Josh’s mother’s pastor serves common folk the dignity they suffer for.
He will get the word and then deliver it.
Newly dead Josh deserves that, along with his own headline in the news.
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His life is worth it. I hope he makes the early paper’s front-page crease, the
drive-time news’s first block. For Josh’s mother’s sake, I just hope her boy is not
buried a page before the advice column, horoscope, or funny pages. For Josh’s
mother’s sake, I just hope he is not sandwiched between weather and traffic.
A crease of light comes from the bedroom.
Josh’s mother’s pastor will draw on First Corinthians, redefining death.
“Death is swallowed up in victory!!!”
Josh’s mother’s pastor will draw on First Corinthians, taunting death.
“O death, where is thy victory!?!”
Josh’s mother’s pastor will draw on First Corinthians, belittling death.
“O death, where is thy sting!?!”
For a moment Josh’s mother, whom I’ll call Pat, even though I imagine her
Christian name is Patrice, but she likes Pat over Patty, and you better not say
Trish or Trice, because Pat is a strong name, and Pat is strong person, and right
now she needs the strength. ( Josh’s father, whom I’ll call Ronald, whom Josh
will have dismissed as Rollin, since his father was the type of stone gathering
no moss, was lost to street life, the penitentiary, other woman, and a depression he could never admit to having.) Pat will feel a pang of relief sitting in
the church pew, the silver lining of epiphany in this somber moment washing
over her like the rain baptizing Dawn’s building, re-cleansing the streets where
blood runs in gutters. Pat, who is unshakeable, not because she wants to be
but because she has to be, will lose her composure just for a scooch of a time,
tantamount to a frozen moment, and cry out to her Lord, Hallelujah, God Save
Him! Pat knows society wants to rape her daughters, but, thankfully, she has no
more sons to be killed.
Pat, who has been living on hope, faith, and good intention her whole life, is
tired.
Josh’s mother Pat’s pastor, who has a name like Reverend Hightower, whom
all the male parishioners not deacons, ushers, or on committee call “Rev On
High” because they know a pulpit pimp when they see one, will wipe his brow
with a red satin handkerchief, constipation relieved, slip his glasses back on, and
begin speaking in tongues. Other parishioners will catch the Holy Spirit, more
cash than coins will go in the collection plate’s third offering, Rev On High,
never missing a beat nor opportunity, will put hands on a tambourine, the choir
will move in concert, swaying in time, belting out “Wade in the Water,” the
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spectacle rolling on, Sunday after Sunday, church after church, inner city after
inner city, all across urban America.
This is the black experience white folks don’t fathom, my own won’t cop to.
The bedroom door opens, the nightstand lamp softens the living room wall.
My grandmother often said to me God blesses only two kinds of people,
babies and fools, and since she didn’t have time for the former, I had to be the
latter—a new kind of fool.
“Why me?” I would ask.
“Why not you?” my Gran would answer.
So here I am.
At twenty-one I am a man resolute with the belief my struggle is a righteous
one, whether accepted or approved, understood or undermined, status as persona grata a goal I am unconcerned with; I prefer gravitas over gravity. The only
obligation I am worried about is helping black folks, especially my brothers, see
the calm in the storm. The sea change I want to steer is predicated by telling the
tale of Joshes as Joshuas, the revelation beginning with my own story, the one I
must consider before I deliver the narrative of others or, in this case, speak on a
comrade’s behalf close to home, which I have been assigned to do in the wake
of one who fell before he should have been counted as fallen.
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